suited for large library synthesis. The limiting factor in This proximity is enforced via specific amino acid seenzymatic glycosidation is the substrate specificity of quences (e.g., gly-or pro-rich sequences, mixtures of the glycotransferases. Glycotransferases are highly D and L amino acids), limiting the applicability of these specific to both their sugar and aglycon substrates. For methodologies to large library construction.
chemistry suggest that this method may faithfully incorporate the diversity of a linear peptide library into cyclized compounds.
This work raises a number of interesting questions that will need to be addressed before the scope of the methodology can be determined. Cyclization of the protected carbohydrates suggests that the TE domain might also cyclize oligosaccharide decorated compounds. Will the TE domain also tolerate multiple sugar attachment sites? Will the TE domain tolerate glycosidation at the other amino acid residues? Will it be possible to introduce depsipeptide linkages or peptidomimetic scaffolds into these systems? These questions will help define the limits of carbohydrate and peptide complexity that can be introduced via the tyrocidine system. There are also a host of other TE domains 
